This Addendum forms a part of the Request for Qualifications and Proposals 2021-03 Interior Design and Remodeling Services, dated, October 2, 2020.

Questions posed during following the visit on November 16, 2020 Q&A Period and CAT’s Responses:

Question 1: The main questions I have pertain to the building on Oglethorpe which you have not included in the package to anyone yet, nor have you let anyone know how many offices there are over there or who would be allowed to stay or be preferred to work in that location.

Response: As stated at the initial walk-through, we will schedule a separate day for an on-site visit at the Oglethorpe location. After the walk-through at the Oglethorpe location, CAT will allow for additional questions and issue a revised solicitation schedule.

Question 2: Also the drawings you have given are not correct at all, are you giving folks the chance to meet at the site for measurements and creating drawings?

Response: CAT provided time on November 16, 2020 for proposers to take measurements at CAT Central. However, CAT can accommodate an additional day for measurements and will schedule a day accordingly. Proposers should plan to take any needed measurements for the Oglethorpe location on the day that the walk-through is scheduled at that location.
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